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We are saddened to share that our beloved Pete Kielty has passed away. As he passed, Pete
was surrounded by family and friends, including some local McClone Construction Team Members. He is survived by his wife Beth and several children and grandchildren (His son Pete Kielty
Jr. is a long time Team Member for the Washington Office).
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Pete was MCC’s first employee, joining the
new firm in 1976 to work alongside founder
Bill McClone. He was an accomplished
equipment operator and he transitioned into
the carpenter’s union to become MCC’s first
Superintendent. After his retirement he frequently returned to the Northern California
yard to perform custom welding and spend
time with his friends who worked there and
in the office.
Pete’s influence on MCC’s culture and success cannot be overstated. He was a mentor
and father figure to dozens of young Team
Members, providing instruction and encouragement while assigning ever more responsibility and authority. Those Team Members
who worked with Pete, including the two of
us, recognize Pete as a teacher and supporter who was instrumental in the formation of
our careers.
Although Pete was a dedicated and hardworking leader, he was also a prankster who
loved a good laugh. He was courteous and
polite, and set the tone for MCC’s culture of
respect. We are all fortunate that when The
Company was founded and as it grew, Pete
was there to influence it’s course.

Pete Kielty & Scot McClone

- Scot & Mark McClone

Mark McClone & Pete Kielty

PETE KIELT Y
“I met Pete in 1970 in Sacramento when we were both working for C.K. Moseman Bridge Construction Company. Pete was a member of the Operating
Engineers Union and an accomplished crane operator, but he readily jumped
off the crane to assist laborers and carpenters when they needed an extra
hand. Pete and I became good friends and would often visit after work over
liquid refreshment. I recall very vividly a conversation we had one late afternoon regarding his thought of moving to Alaska. Ever the adventurer, he had
heard about Alaskan employment opportunities, as well as the big outdoors
that promised hunting and fishing. I mentioned that Alaska was limited to
only 3-4 hours of sunlight during the winter, and he might really miss California’s mild winter and weather. I’m not taking credit for Pete’s decision not to
move to Alaska, but I know for sure that the lives of all of us here today would
have turned out so much differently. If he hadn’t changed his mind, things
would not be the same.”
Bill McClone shared the above story in the Eulogy for Pete Kielty. It highlights
how one decision can positively impact the lives of many for years to come.
We are given opportunities every day to make decisions that
can have a positive impact on the lives of others. When we
look beyond ourselves and consider the impact our choices
have, we begin to understand how we can create a positive
“ripple effect” in the lives of others. A seemingly small decision can influence someone for years to come in a positive or
negative manner. Our small and simple daily choices and actions may not alter the planet or a country, however; the trail
we leave behind is the reputation we created from the sum of
those small and simple choices and actions.

Bill McClone & Pete Kielty
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M CCLONE CULT URE AN D VALUES
We asked a few of our Team Members about MCC’s Culture and
Values and what they mean to them.

ELIMELECH RUIZ — CO FIELD ENGINEER

Current Project: 38th and Julian
How long have you been with McClone?
I started in the field as a Carpenter in April 2015 at the Source Garage.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
I used to be a pipe fitter for a refrigeration company and travelled all around the United States.
After I was tired of traveling all the time, I picked the most beautiful state I had seen and stayed
there which is how I ended up living in Colorado.
What is your proudest moment with McClone?
I am most proud of my background as a Carpenter with McClone. My experience from that
position has helped me to be a better Field Engineer because I understand what the guys need
and can stay ahead of them to make work easier.
How has McClone helped you grow?
First, I thank God for all that he has given to me. I am very grateful to work for McClone and that
would not be possible without God. I have grown tremendously with McClone. I wouldn’t be
where I am today without Manuel Fierro, Anthony Underwood and Dave Luetscher. They push
me to be better every day and care about my success which I am very grateful for.
DAVE GOSSER — NCA YARD MANAGER

Current Project: NCA Yard
How long have you been with McClone?
36 years.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
Prior to my employment at McClone I held a Merchant Marine Z card. I commercial fished up
and down the California, Oregon and Washington coast. For 15 years I owned and trained
horses and enjoyed riding the Nevada Sierra Mountains on horseback, hunting and fishing the
high lakes.
What is your proudest moment with McClone?
The day I was hired by Bill McClone and Pete Kielty Sr.
How has McClone helped you grow?
By developing problem solving skills, mentoring team members and keeping a positive attitude.

EVER ACOSTA — TX LABOR FOREMAN

Current Project: Uptown Transit Center
How long have you been with McClone?
4 years.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
I like playing soccer and I love dogs, especially Huskies because they are really intelligent, loving
dogs.
What is your proudest moment with McClone?
I’ve been part of the small team working on all the final details at the end of the projects. Once
all the material is gone and you get to see the end result you can’t help feeling proud to have
been a part of every single one of them.
How has McClone helped you grow?
MCC has helped me grow not only professionally but personally. We’ve been reviewing
McClone’s values and what they mean in our safety meetings regularly, and I can apply those
values to all aspects of my life and my profession.
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M CCLONE CULT URE AN D VALUES
We asked a few of our Team Members about MCC’s Culture and
Values and what they mean to them.

JAMES UBIAS — HI CARPENTER

Current Project: A’ALI’I Tower
How long have you been with McClone?
I started with McClone at the Disney Resort Project in 2009 and have been here ever since
except when the work has been slow.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
Most folks here think I am originally from Hawaii, but I really grew up in Olympia, Washington.
Also, my daughter is the center of my world. Everything I do, I do for her!
You recently came back to work for McClone, what makes you happy to be “home”?
The work we do at McClone is exciting and I enjoy the challenge of fast paced, action-based
work! Work with lots of climbing, perimeter work and working the plan make the days go fast
and keeps me engaged.
How has McClone helped you grow?
The leaders at McClone have helped me to grow through their mentorship and sharing of
knowledge and skills.

RAUL ROMERO — WA CARPENTER

3rd

Current Project:
and Lenora
How long have you been with McClone?
I have been with McClone for 2 years. I was hired by Mike Sangsland at 8 th and Howell and
am currently with Mike at 3rd and Lenora.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
When I am not working, I enjoy spending time with my family and riding BMX. I used to ride in
BMX competitions in Mexico and when I get the chance, I like to get out and ride. I have my
wife and 5 kids. My kids prefer skating to riding.
What is your proudest moment with McClone?
I am proud of each of the framing levels I finish but topping off at 8 th and Howell, a 45-level
structure, was one of my proudest/happiest moments at McClone.
How has McClone helped you grow?
Coming from residential construction, MCC has shown me a different aspect of construction
and I am very grateful for the opportunity to learn and grow. I look forward to learning more
and expanding my skills.

JARED PLANAS — HI CARPENTER FOREMAN

Current Project: A’ALI’I TOWER
How long have you been with McClone?
I came to work for McClone in 2006 on the Waipouli Beach Resort job.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
I have 8 amazing grandkids!
You recently came back to work for McClone, what makes you happy to be “home”?
McClone is not like some of the other contractors I have worked for. They are super organized
and well run. I’m happy to be back to work with close friends and guys who are like family.
How has McClone helped you grow?
Working at McClone has helped me to be a better leader, more organized and productive. I am
also much more patient and calmer. Chris Foster will remember when I wasn’t!
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M CCLONE CULT URE AN D VALUES
We asked a few of our Team Members about MCC’s Culture and
Values and what they mean to them.
JULIO MARTINEZ — TX ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

Current Project: 4411 San Felipe
How long have you been with McClone? 5 years.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
I like playing soccer especially when I take my 4-year-old son, Cesar, to the park, I get to play with
him and teach him some moves.
What is your proudest moment with McClone?
When McClone recognized that I was responsible enough to transition from being a Carpenter to a
Carpenter Foreman.
How has McClone helped you grow?
MCC has helped me by teaching me and giving me the opportunities to move up. Lately, I’ve been
learning more about all aspects of the projects to become a well-rounded Assistant Superintendent.
RAFAEL LOPEZ — WA LABORER

Current Project: 1086 Copper River Garage
How long have you been with McClone? 5 years.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
I love going to the movies with my family. It is one of our favorite things to do. I also enjoy going out
with friends and having a good time.
What is your proudest moment with McClone?
There is no single proudest moment. I am always proud to work for McClone and appreciate
everything they do to take care of us. McClone really looks out for their team members.
How has McClone helped you grow?
McClone has held me to a high standard of work that I take pride in. It has allowed for me to provide
for my family. I am able to give my family what they want and live a good life.
TOM CARVER — NCA YARD FOREMAN

Current Project: NCA Yard
How long have you been with McClone? 37 years in December.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
I have only shaved off my mustache once since working with McClone.
What is your proudest moment with McClone?
When my son asked me “do you think I could work for MCC?” Knowing what I did every day,
sometimes working out of town for weeks or months throughout his whole life. Like father like son.
How has McClone helped you grow?
As a leader, first be a good example to the men you work with. When the job gets hard, don’t panic.
Just keep plugging away. Don’t quit. If you need help, get it and you will accomplish your task. MCC
has helped me grow by having good leaders before me.
SEAN BOYLAN — CO PROJECT ENGINEER

Current Project: 38th and Julian
How long have you been with McClone?
I have been in the office for about a year but started in the field in 2017.
Tell us something about yourself that others might not know just from looking at you.
My entire life, I have lived within 1 mile of the house I grew up in which I think is pretty cool.
What is your proudest moment with McClone?
I think my proudest moment with McClone was completing my first job as an FE on my own. Doing all
of the layout for The Economist was really rewarding even though it was a small project.
How has McClone helped you grow?
Coming from a bartending position, McClone has really helped me to mature and take on more
responsibility in my personal life. The accountability here has taught me to fix my own problems
rather than just constantly asking a “higher-up” for the answers.
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TEAM SAFETY

WHY I WORK SAFE

Safety is an undeniable core value at MCC. It is something we plan and discuss every day, but how often do you
consider why? When is the last time you have stopped to think, “Why do I work safe?”
The choices you make on the job site can have far reaching affects on you, your family, your coworkers and your
company. We asked a few Team Members to share with us their motivation for working safe every day.

Rafael Mendoza (TX)
Workplace safety
means to work in a
safe manner, per a
safety plan to where
everybody is informed
and working safe watching out for one
another.

Robert Guillermo (HI)
My motivation for
working safely is my
family. Being able to
provide for them and
return safely to them
keeps me working
safe.

Emilio Bogarin (NCA)
I work safe to ensure I go back
home to my family everyday – my
wife and two young boys, a 4 year
old and a 5 month old.
Workplace safety is working with
people who care about one another
and being able to trust each other
to do the right thing.

Jeff Wittenmyer (WA)
Miguel Molina (CO)
I work safe to protect
my fellow coworkers
and myself! I have
been seriously injured
at work before and
don’t want others to
experience that.

M C C — C ONNECTS

I work safe to show the
younger Team Members
that are new to the industry how to work safe and
go home at the end of the
day. If young Team Members are taught how to
work safely from the beginning, it makes for a
safer workforce in the
future.
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Colorado
His journey to McClone began with luck. Dave

DAVE LUETSCHER

Luetscher’s

cousin worked on a McClone job and scored him an interview.
After receiving a job offer at a local BBQ joint, Dave started with
McClone in November of 2016 and was cast into the role of Project Engineer in our Colorado Area. He started drawing in an
office he shared with another Engineer and quickly worked his
way into a Project Management role.
In Dave’s past life, he worked with big names like Marlboro and
McDonald’s as an account manager in advertising. You might
also be wondering why Dave looks so familiar? Well, he was
once a character in a video game that his uncle created in 1997.
Art is a passion for Dave, and so is what he does with McClone
every day. Among his favorite things about his job are the interactions with clients, the fast-paced and constantly changing environment, and most importantly, the Team he works with! In his
own words, “There isn’t much that tops the Team we
have here. Seeing everyone striving to grow together
and be better as a whole is inspiring.”
When not hard at work, Dave enjoys golf, traveling,
spending time with his family and anything that involves being outside. The initial interview may have
been luck, but McClone is the lucky one being able
to call Dave our Team Member!
Allison Balsley—CO Office Manager
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Silver Abad, or Uncle Silver as he is known to
our MCC family, is our Fabrication Foreman and
as such is an integral part of the MCC Hawaii
team. He has been in the construction industry
for over 30 years and with us since the early days
of McClone’s presence on the Islands. He started his career with McClone in 2004 working under Chris Foster as a Deck Foreman. Chris recalls
Uncle Silver’s attention to detail and quality work.
At the Waiea project, he was asked to oversee all
the fabrication needs and has been excelling at
that ever since. He’s also been highly regarded
for bringing up the next generation of carpenters
through sharing his strong work ethic and construction skills. When asked what he likes most
about working for McClone Uncle Silver responded, “McClone treats you like family!”

In his off-time, Silver enjoys spending
time with his wife of 42 years, Lucila,
his 4 kids and 8 grandkids! They love
to travel and have spent time in the
Philippines, Hong Kong, Singapore
and will be heading to Japan next.
Some of his other talents and hobbies include fancy cars and cooking
delicious whole pig for special occasions.
Uncle Silver, Thank you for being a
part of our MCC family and for 16
years of service!

Maegan Best—HI Project Manager

SILVER ABAD
M C C — C ONNECTS
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Northern California

NCA YARD

It is no secret that the success of each project is dependent on a
good team, strong leadership and the right tools to do quality
work, but the NCA Yard is also a key component to the success
of every project. The yard team works hard preparing for success
long before we step foot onsite and long after we leave a project.
No matter how big the fabrication project thrown at the Yard,
their teamwork and performance always seem to get it done and
help keep the projects on schedule. On many occasions, the
yard team has received information for fabrication needs late
morning and they have it on the truck ready to ship by the end of
the day. When it comes to loading trucks, our loaders Brian
Johnson and Rickie Coleman are on top of their game. In fact, as
many as fourteen trucks have been loaded and shipped from
the yard in a single day.

In our 11-acre operation, the yard has several saws set up for
production. The panel saw can be equipped with up to ten
blades and rip plywood down to 2”. A whole unit of plywood can
be cut into rips in less than ten minutes. The unit saw enables
us to take a whole unit of 2X4 and cut them at one time with the
banding left in place. The operation takes about ten minutes
and works well when there are large numbers of wall panels or
beam sides to be fabricated. The two radial arm saws and a pop
saw also come in handy at times.

In the last year the NCA Yard has logged 34,763 hours with zero lost time injuries.
A big thank you to Dave Gosser, Tom Carver and the entire NCA Yard Team.
Joey Coleman—NCA Operations Manager - Field
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The Piedmont Parking Garage, a 130,000 square foot, single bay addition located in Irving, TX topped out in early January 2019.
The beams and slabs were formed using Pro-Shore and ganged perimeter tables and the columns were formed using 24” round
steel hinged column forms. McClone Team Members were responsible for placing the concrete and forming/placing the grade
beams. They did an outstanding job. When obstacles presented themselves, with help from our client and other key subcontractors,
MCC was able to maintain the project schedule and reach project completion with zero incidents.
Thanks goes out to the MCC dream team that worked together as an unstoppable force with their dedicated approach to teamwork
led by Project Manager, Greg Sullivan and Superintendent, Jesus Peinado.
Jesus Peinado started working with McClone in 2014 as a Carpenter Foreman on the
Noble Energy project. Jesus stood out right away as a future leader and with his hard
work, he was promoted to Project Superintendent and has since completed several projects.
What Jesus likes most about working for McClone are the opportunities he has been
given. Jesus is happily married and has 3 children, 2 boys and a girl, ages 2-5 years old.
On his time off, Jesus enjoys spending as much time as possible with his family.
Jesus was recently recognized by our client at the Piedmont Parking Garage topping off
party for his part in the project’s success. “It’s a pleasure for Brasfield & Gorrie to have a
business association with McClone Construction. Your staff and their professionalism
deserve appreciation, in particular Jesus Peinado. His attention to detail for the building
specifications and open communication with us as well as other subcontractors insured
that potential issues were addressed and corrected. His ability to complete the project
not only showed his exceptional management but also speaks highly of his integrity and
that of McClone Construction. We thoroughly enjoyed working with Jesus throughout this
project and look forward to working with him in the future”. – Bill McDowell, Project Superintendent
Jesus is a team player that constantly promotes MCC’s culture and core values.
Thank you, Jesus, for your dedication and for leading the team by example!

Luis Pequeño—TX Operations Manager - Field

PIEDMONT PARKING / JESUS PEINADO
M C C — C ONNECTS
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Washington

KG GARAGE

The word is out that Amazon is beginning to move to Bellevue, WA, but we
beat them to it! In May of 2018, MCC
began construction on KG Bellevue
South – a 427,000 sf multi-use structure with 4 levels of parking and retail
space. This project also contains 8
separate elevator/stair cores to go
along with the 19-foot ceilings on the
1st and 4th levels. MCC is performing
the vertical and horizontal formwork for
this 24 pour multi-use project putting
the total square footage formed at over
560,000 sf.

Some more fun facts about the KG Garage:

•

301 columns of varying sizes

•

98,000 csf of wall, some of which
are architectural

•

96,000 csf of beams and capitals

This structure is being constructed using a ganged beam and table formwork system. Due to the sequence and closure locations, 40’
cantilevers were created and back-shored with each location supporting nearly 120,000 pounds! Superintendent, Chris James and
his crew of 18 have worked very hard and overcome the challenges that have crept up as the job progressed including working 20
Saturdays to maintain the schedule. This job has given the crew an opportunity to learn a new “ganged beam” form system that most
of the crew had not worked with previously. Chris and crew are focused on finishing strong as they plan to be complete by mid-July.
Larry Stookey—WA Safety Coordinator
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Chris Vassiliadis is a man of many talents. His
brilliance in the art of technology has brought
him to his current position as the companywide IT Manager. While he maintains that role
now, he started at McClone 17 years ago as
Project Manager and Engineer for the NCA
office.
He came from the Silicon Valley’s semiconductor industry, where he had been working
the previous 18 years of his career designing
and testing state of the art equipment, mostly
in the interest of the military and government.
He would teach advanced classes in robotics
and other topics to companies like Intel and
IBM, both here and in Europe to support
those designs. Spending a lot of time in secret military facilities and underground labs
he would, at times, have his own armed personal security guard, not to protect him, but
to protect the facility from him.
I guess you can say the “apple doesn’t fall far
from the tree” as his father, a Stanford PhD in
Electrical Engineering, would take Chris to
work with him at Stanford Research Institute
in the late 60’s, where he would do laser
research. While others would think of things
like that as science fiction Chris found it normal and ultimately got him hooked on Engineering and the technology that supported it.
Outside of solving all of McClone’s IT issues,
Chris loves to get out and fish in a nearby
stream, lake or ocean and tinker with muscle
cars. Whether it’s building engines, testing
new modifications, or just getting out on the
road and going for a drive, Chris loves it.

McClone is so lucky to have Chris and we thank you for all that you do to keep us going and in the forefront of technology in our
industry.
Kim Finley— NCA Office Manager

CHRIS VASSILIADIS
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WINTER ACTIVITIES

CORP/NCA

The NCA Office underwent a remodel, making room for more offices and a few
technology upgrades. This large screen shows live stream of our job sites!
The 1078 crew went to a nearby Mexican restaurant for a safety lunch which included NCA’s
engineers.

The Corp Office celebrating Kim Crespo’s Birthday and last day with McClone. Kim left MCC to help her daughter pursue
her film/television/modeling dreams.
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WINTER ACTIVITIES

CO/TX
McClone CO TMs
(and TM in training)
donating time to
Sweet Dream in a
Bag, a charity that
provides bedding to
children in need!

Taking a break from work in Colorado to sport our Halloween spirit!

TX Office team members, superintendents and a few foreman got
together to celebrate the holidays.

Bowling is a sport for people
who have talent to spare!
Texas Team building
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WINTER ACTIVITIES

WA/HI

The WA Office TM’s took some time out during the holidays to play a few games at
Dave & Buster’s and have a white elephant gift exchange which is always a big hit!

Job #1081 at
University of
Washington had
a special visitor
in December!
Seen here w/
Carlos Rodriguez.

The Greater Seattle
Area got hit with
some snow. Here
are the results!
Courtesy of Mike
Sangsland and Xin
Cai.

MCC TEAM HAWAII at a Team Build
with Honolulu Habitat for Humanity
– Way to get ‘er done!

Always good to see the boss
working hard with the crew!
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1092

NEW PROJECTS
# - NAME

AREA

SCOPE

START/FINISH

FORM SYSTEM

1088 - 675 Almanor

NCA

Form Only

JUL 2019 / JAN 2020

Steel Beam

1089 - Uptown Transit Center

TX

Form Only

MAR 2019 / JUL 2019

Pro-Shore

1090 - Bellevue BMW

WA

Form Only

MAR 2019 / JUL 2019

HV / Handset

1091 - Block 18

WA

Form Only

APR 2019 / AUG 2019

HV

1092 - Westminster Block B3

CO

Package

MAY 2019 / JAN 2020

Pro-Shore

1094 - Oyster Point, Phase 1D

NCA

Form Only

JUL 2019 / JUL 2020

Steel Beam

1095 - 10th & O Street

NCA

Form Only

JUN 2019 / APR 2020

Pro-Shore

1096 - El Dorado Hills Town

NCA

Form Only

JUN 2019 / OCT 2019

Pro-Shore

1097 - 4411 San Felipe

TX

Form Only

APR 2019 / JUL 2019

Pro-Shore

1098 - Lawson Lane West Ph 1

NCA

Form Only

SEP 2019 / MAY 2020

TGC Tables, Slab Infill

1099 - 26th & Welton

CO

Package

JUN 2019 / NOV 2019

Pro-Shore

1100 - Aria Condos

CO

Form Only

JUN 2019 / DEC 2019

Pro-Shore

1101 - Simonyi Residence

WA

Form Only

OCT 2019 / OCT 2019

HV

1102 - UW Bothell Cascadia Garage

WA

Form Only

AUG 2019 / JAN 2020

Steel Beam

1104 - The Travis

TX

Package

AUG 2019 / MAY 2020

HV w/Perimeter Flyers

Center Garage

Parking Structure

1088

1091
1094
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Check us out on the web!
http://mcclone.net/

M CC LONE C O NS T R U C TI O N

fb.me/McCloneConstructionCo
Corporate Office

@mccloneconstruction

5170 Hillsdale Circle, Suite B
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762

@McCloneConstruc

Phone: (916) 358-5495

https://www.linkedin.com/company/146066/
MCC—CONNECTS is a biannual magazine/
newsletter issued by McClone Construction
Company.
Copyright 2017 by McClone Construction. All
rights reserved.
McClone, the McClone logo, and MCC—
CONNECTS are service marks of McClone
Construction. An equal-opportunity employer.
To contact us, visit mcclone.net.
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